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What is ruida RDWork Software?
RDWorks is a free program that allows you to carry out laser cutting and engraving
processes with ease. RD Works is a design and drawing program which supports drawing
points, lines horizontal and vertical, polyline, ellipse and circle, rectangular and square,
Bezier curve, text, and formats for CAD models such as DXF, AI, and PLT. If you have a
Chinese-made laser engraver then this is a good software package to use and fully
supports the Ruida controller. Please contact us if you need any assistance or support.

RUIDA RDWorks is a software used to control laser cutting and engraving machines. It
supports various laser cutting machines, including CO2 laser cutting machines and fiber
laser cutting machines. RDWorks provides a user-friendly interface for setting up and
controlling laser cutting projects, as well as advanced features like motion control, image
processing, and job management.

What files support RDWorks?
The RDWork v8/LaserWorks v8 system supports the following formats: Vector format:
Dxf, ai, plt, DST, dsb, and related formats. Bitmap format: BMP, jpg, gif, png, mng, and
related formats. The RDWork v8/LaserWorks v8 application is required to run on Windows
XP, Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1, and Windows 10.

RUIDA RDWorks Software Download Links
Here is a link to download Ruida RDWorks software:
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RuiDa 6442 vs 6445 What is ruida controller?

RDWorksV8 8.01.60 for RDC6442G RDC6445G RDC6445GZ RDC6542G RDC6582G…
RDWorks V8 Setup 8.01.54-
20210513 (RDC7132G/RDC6582G/RDC6542G/RDC6445G/RDC6442G/RDC6432G/RDC633X
M-LFS-
AM/RDC6344G/RDC6342G/RDC6334G/RDC6332G/RDC5121G/RDC6585PC/RDC6333G)

RDWorksV8(8.01.52).rar

RDWorksV8(8.01.48).rar

RDWorks manual
RDWorks is a free laser cutting and engraving software that is compatible with many laser
machines. The software provides a user-friendly interface for designing and controlling the
laser-cutting process. Some features of RDWorks include support for vector and raster
images, a variety of power and speed controls, the ability to preview the cutting path
before sending the job to the laser machine, and support for multiple file formats. The
software also includes a manual that provides detailed instructions on how to use the
software effectively.

RDWorksV8_Software_Manual Download

RDWork-Laser-Engraving-Cutting-Software-V1.3 Download

Rdworks Vs Lightburn
rdworks is dedicated software for the ruida co2 laser controller, and LightBurn is laser
engraving and cutting software that supports multiple systems, not only the Ruida
controller.
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CO2 Laser Controller

Controller Parts

TECHNICAL

RDC6445GT5

What software works with ruida controller?

RDC6445GZ

RDC6555G

RDM4024V-PCI
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